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ERRATA
Volume 216, Number 1 (1996), in the minireview ‘‘Orbivirus Structure and Assembly,’’
by Polly Roy, pages 1–11: On page 9, line 34 should read ‘‘monomers of VP7 . . .’’
instead of ‘‘trimers of VP7 . . .’’; line 35 should read ‘‘. . . However, the 13th monomer
. . .’’ instead of ‘‘. . . However, the 13th trimer . . .’’; and line 38 should read ‘‘one
monomer . . .’’ instead of ‘‘one trimer. . . .’’
Volume 215, Number 1 (1996), in the article ‘‘Nucleotide Sequence and Molecular
Analysis of the Rhesus Cytomegalovirus Immediate-Early Gene and the UL121–117
Open Reading Frames,’’ by Peter A. Barry, Donald J. Alcendor, Michael D. Power,
Heather Kerr, and Paul A. Luciw, pages 61–72: On page 69, Table 3, in row 4, column
5 should read ‘‘76.8’’ instead of ‘‘6.8.’’ For the reader’s convenience the corrected
Table 3 is printed here.
TABLE 3
Amino Acid Homology for UL123-117
Amino Acid
with RhCMV with HCMV
CMV Protein Length (aa) Identity Similarity Identity Similarity
AGM IE 1 547 40.4 61 27.9 49
Rh 558 29.3 51.8
H 491
AGM IE2 583 65.1 76.8 49.2 64.5
Rh 621 48.2 63.5
H 579
Rh UL121 180 29.1 52.1
H 180
Rh UL120 202 46.7 66.3
H 201
Rh UL119 238 38.1 52.5
H 142
Rh UL118 216 37.2 60.7
H 209
Rh UL117a a 43.7a 58.9a
a Sequence comparison determined only for that portion of RhUL117 within p9.4-2.
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